INFORMATION
The RHIZOM Festival premieres at Rote Fabrik in Zurich from 3rd to 5th of June 2017. The RHIZOM Festival is a
non-profit festival organised by the Zurich collective VAZEM, it relies on a strong volunteering/helper basis. Its
aim is to be accessible for everybody. Musicians and spectators should get in touch through music, art and
discussions. Feel welcome, be welcome!

WHERE?
ROTE FABRIK, Seestrasse 395, 8038 Zürich, Switzerland

How to get there?
Trainstation: ‚Wollishofen‘
Busstation: ‚Rote Fabrik‘ / Tramstation: ‚Post Wollishofen‘
Check www.sbb.ch for public transport.
Car: there‘s no parking available on site!

TICKETS? Prix libre!
The organisers have decided that there will be no fix entry price. Each participant is free to decide what amount
they are willing or able to pay. Organisators recommend an entry of CHF 20.00/day. No physical tickets will be
sold. Get a stamp at the box office.

Prix libre?
The collective is convinced that no one should renounce to culture and entertainment because of financial
limitations. The prix libre concept encourages people to reflect about which components are relevant to them,
when it comes to putting a price on something. For example: the appreciation of the work done for the festival,
the support of the project, the expenses involved or the idea of making culture and entertainment accessible
for all. It also enables a fair and equal pricing, adjusted to one’s individual resources, and empowers all participants.
The prix libre allows the organisers to create a festival without being profitable, without imposing pricing views
on participants and to distance themselves from the value society imposes to human labor.

Get in in advance? DONATE!
The festival’s capacity is limited. But you can secure your entry in donating (see instructions below). You can
donate as much as you want. As there will be no confirmation from the side of the festival, we kindly ask you to
confirm your donation via email: HYPERLINK „mailto:info@rhizomfestival.ch“info@rhizomfestival.ch - subject:
‚RHIZOM donation‘, text: day(s) you want to attend and full name(s).
Please add this note (example):‘donation amount’ RHIZOM Sat. 3rd of June, Hans Muster, Erna Kelger
Verein VAZEM
8037 Zürich
IBAN: CH72 0839 0034 7281 1000 0

SECURITY? Awareness

Instead of having a classic security-concept, the collective aims to ensure safer space by forming an awareness team for the festival. There will be no tolarance towards violence, sexism and racism. Workshops are organised prior to the festival to discuss practical approaches related to the subject of awareness and how such a
concept could be implemented on site.

How can I help? JOIN US!
If you wish to involve yourself and be an active part of the festival, get in touch with us via HYPERLINK
„mailto:info@rhizomfestival.ch“info@rhizomfestival.ch
If you want to give us financial support, you are very welcome to donate (see above).

